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I n previous chapters vs have some to realize that there la
no necessary antithesis between giving the ehild freedom to de*.
valop, spontaneously* * and giving hi® culture*

In fact* approached

fro* th* right angle, ve find that these two problems ©an be fused
into one, and solved bp a common means,

We saw that, if we follow

a particular path, we can actually make use of culture as a means
to development.

For us teachers this is not an easy path to follow,

for there are many pitfalls by the way,

to travel along it success

fully we need to know, not only the general direction to be taken,
but also require special guidance to help us to negotiate difficult
stretches and doubtful turnings,
Montessorl has revealed to us that the child has his own
natural method of working, which is not what we should have expected,
nor what we should have chosen for Urn ourselves,

We might say that

our general direction will follow the great principle cf %!$£&£&
the child as oar eentre and starting point, rather...than the subjects
to tausht.

But when we come to details there is a genuine danger

that we may mistake our imp.
As a help towards recognising and following the true path
we shall review in this chapter a number of secondary principles
of great practical importance.
Before actually coming to grips with these let us first of
all summarise the main characteristics of the child*s spontaneous
method cf learning as he has revealed it to Montessorl and her
followerst i.

He chooses spontaneously amongst the means offered to him in
the prepared environment.
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2.

He moves In obedience to a. motor power within him (The Motorggo) whleh makes him attach himself to a material.

This

material provides him with a motor activity (The Point of Contact)
3,

His mental activity is directly related to an inner psychic
sensitiveness which directs his choice of work at each epoch
of his development (Sensitive Periods and "The Inner Guide*)*

|||

The primary aim of his work Is not learning as such, but an
unconscious response to a need of his inner life.

It is the

need to develop* to grow, to organise and enrich his intelligence
("He works to grow not to knew"1),
5,

He perseveres In his self«chosen work, repeating exercises
again and again ("The Second Stage").

6,

His work is often crowned by moments of spontaneous mental en
largement,

7,

(FMontessori Explosions*)•

He works for the most part, In this "second stage, on his own
- isolated, psychologically, by his work from his companions
("The Little Hermit"),

8,

nevertheless - - •

He has need of a special environment, and of someone who knows
how to guide his activities in it, acting as a link between
him and these many activities.

This is the Directress,

Encourager, "Guardian Angel* who will "enrich the shrinking
poverty of one who is beginning life*.
ws MUST HAVE FAITH
These characteristics of the child#s spontaneous way of
working are not the result of any preconceived theory.

They are

sober scientific facts which can be verified like any other of
the facts of science.

But in order that these phenomena should be
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forthcoming it if: essential that all the necessary conditions
should he present.

These can be summarized in the phrase, "liberty

of choice In a prepared environment under the guidance of an ex
perienced directress".
We have discussed at length elsewhere U t l i ! we mean by the
terms liberty, and prepared environmentj but there are some other
practical points which must be considered, one of which primarily
concerns ourselves as teachers and guides.

First of all we must

have faith in the spontaneous powers of the chlld>s personality.
especially hla intellect.
We must not say to ourselves*

"What if we should go to all

the trouble and expense of getting ready the ^Prepared Environment,
and then find out that the child will not work in It after all?"
"We might Just as well ask ourselves," continues Montessorl, "What
If the child will not breathe ?"

I n other words we must remember

and act with faith on the fact that the Intellect works of necess
ity - "as a function of life".

"We must be more trustful, more

modest, clothing ourselves In humility..«.that Is, not thinking
that everything depends on ourselves,"
Eventually we shall find that the child does work spontaneously
{having shed his deviations) and that he will not work properly
under any other conditions.

We shall see how the children them

selves prove the truth of the scholastics* dictum that "all obstacles
being removed a faeullty must work*» and that "the Intellect by
Its very nature is disposed to act". "It Is evident," says Montessorlthat If the child had no tendency carrying him towards this
work it would be impossible to have a Class of infants working
individually.
(l)

There is therefore an instinct in the child,

Maria kcntessorl - Life and Work
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an urge for work which he carries out through the help of
external means,
"Sucking is a very complicated muscular activity and we
might similarly ask ourselves,
to perform it?"

"However will the baby be able

tet the nurse prepares the bottle and puts

It to the chiId*s mouth » and loco! behold! a bottle and a
hungry child!

We bring them together, and nature doe® the rest.

So is it with the child and the naterials for development,
The directress puts the two In communication and nature does
■v -

;the rest,*'
T h e ■Method * An Art as well ll a Science
We must be careful here not to let this simile carry us further

than we intend,

To place and keep a group of children in living

Contact with the prepared environment Is a much higher and more
delicate task than Just preparing one baby*® bottle.

It requires

both a solenoe to be learned and an art to be practiced,

"To

stimulate life * leaving it free to unfold » herein lies the first
task of the educator.

In such a delicate task it requires a great

art to know the right moment when to Intervene, and also the limits
of that Intervention in order that we shall arouse no

,

cause no deviations but rather help this soul which is coming Into
fulness of life through acting from Its own Inner forces,

This

art must accompany the scientific knowledge of the Method,"
But given the right environment and a directress who knows
her Job, and children whose personalities have not been deviated
by wrong treatment, then we ©an be sure that the looked-for results
will come.

We can be sure that the children will reveal themselves
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¡as spontaneous workers, as they have always diene in ©very country,
climate and race where the method has been Introduced.

Only we

must start off with faith in the child*s spontaneous powers, and
allow him time| as well as means, to reveal his true nature.

Even

the "deviated* children will become normalised and work sponfcan*
eously if we get them young enough and treat them with taot and
patience.

,

LIVING

IN

THE

PRESENT

The more deviated the child has become, when he eomes to us,
the greater is the test of our faith; for he must shed his deviations
before these higher characteristics will appear; and usually that
takes time.

But in the case of the undevlated child faith is soon

lost in sight*

For faith is no longer necessary when we can see.

It is as the apostle says,

"The substance of things hoped for; the

evidence of things not seen,*

And when the things hoped for have

arrived; faith has already done her task.
This brings us to another point, somewhat similar, which is
often not clearly understood and therefore no acted upon.

When

the child begins to work spontaneously we must not let a new anxiety
begin to prey upon our minds, the anxiety as to whether he is making
sufficiently rapid progress.
make his gradest • and so on.

Is he getting on fast enough; will he
Or to put It in a more positive way,

"We must be content to let the child go on living in the present,
according to the needs of the present, without being "over anxious"
as to the future.*

We must not like little children want to pull

up the seed they have planted to see if it is growing;

21 6

I n order that the phenomenon of mental development should
manifest Itself, it is necessary that the spontaneity of the child
should be respected by allowing it liberty of choice $ and the liberty
to stay at any particular work as long as he feels the inner need
to do SO* .

■;■■■■7 : ;-VV :^V .V

■ of growth

"His ©aim and peaceful expansion of mind and spirit
should not be destroyed by the intervention of any untimely
or disturbing influence.

We should not,fbr instance, try

to push him on at a quicker pace than the natural rhythm of
his mind, just as the body of the new-born infant should be
left in peace to assimilate its nourishment and grow accord
ingly,

Our attitude should be to await the ’miracle of the

inner life1, its expansions, its unforseen and surprising
"explosions®' - even as the Intelligent mother, who gives
her baby nourishment and rest, awaits the further manifes
tations of nature - the first tooth, the first word, and
finally the actions by which the baby will one day rise
S'-;--

to it#' feet and walk,"
We need not worry ourselves as to whether this child will

ever learn writing, or that child reading, or another grammar,
and so on.

True enough they all need the watchful care and skilful

guidance of the directress| but we need not get anxious if things
do no work out in the way, and in the order we should have expected.
The important: thing' is

Iff|§|j| |

"to leave such things in peace until the time comes, and not
worry about these children who are busy doing what nature

demands (solvltur ambulando),

Whan the time comes for the

new stage to dawn, It will be as though something had suddenly
burst out In great Quantity «* as an apple tree suddenly
blossoma in springtime **
•This latent preparatory work, this Inner gestation*
is the more efficacious the more |t has been left to ripen
in peace and tranquility,

The mind Itself does not realise

this preparation for the future, as no living being realises
these preparations for the future.

Then all of a sadden it

bursts forth, as a beautiful rose » which was not there before
• bursts forth with petals shining in the dewy perfume,
Even so is the sudden flowering of the intellect.*•

" I t we keep steadily before us this idea of growth and
expansion there will dawn a new light on the pftth of develop**
ment.

There will not longer exist this agitated reaching

forwards and upwards to a higher stage, this anxiety to get
the child to understand more and ever more,

Gone will be

the eternal strain of always pushing and pushing to make the
child advance.

In its place will be a calm and quiet work

which is allowed to go on freely at its own pace.

The child

oan exercise himself when he wishes and as long as he wishes;
and the teacher gives the child all that he can need as a prep»
aratlon for that higher level«* and waits till the child gets
there, •

j

p §f§

•We shall then see an individual arriving with enthusiasm
after a great wealth of exercises and displaying a diligence
in work which will- stupefy, us.

If we are content to let him

live la the present, according to the needs of the present,
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we shall end by seeing him do much more than Is usually ex
pected of children at his age."
"Nor must we keep on fretting ourselves with this
questions

"Will this or that, which the child is doing now,

be useful for him in the future?

Be not over Anxious for the Furure
The future will look after itself in its own manner.

We

must get rid of this prejudice for the urgency of future
utility and be content to remain with the present and its needs.
And if, through his work in the present, the child does happen
to acquire abilities theoretically useful for the future. It
Is not for that reason that we should regard them as conquests
for a future state, but rather because In acquiring them he
develops and fixes a faculty.

We should not try and turn our

selves Into augurs and prophets forecasting the future* but
should rather take things more simply.

For If It Is difficult

to understand the present, which is before our very eyes, how
much more difficult is It to foretell the future which Is
full of the surprises of growth**
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THE ENVIRONMENT - THE GYMNASIUM OP THE INTELLECT
It will help us to see more clearly this conception of educa
tion as a spontaneous growth and development* if we consider a
moment Montessorl*s oft-repeated metaphor that the prepared environ
ment is a "gymnasium for the intellect.*
Of Course* the prepared environment in a Montessorl school
Is more than lust a matter for Intellectual development.

In chapter

XIII, Vol. 1 on the "Exercises of Practical Life" we saw how these
activities,seryed to assist the child in his museuiar development,
enabling him toraaoh a higher degree of muscular refinement and co
ordination of movement.

But at the same time the prepared environ

ment does also serve a higher purpose,

"For as we have prepared

an environment with little tables and chairs and cupboards and
washing-up sinks and so forth, adapted to the child's body with its
motor functions, so we have also made objects suitable to his
psychic functions.

These objects - which include the sensorial

materials - have been as precisely constructed as the furniturej
and in a similar way are as perfectly adapted to the child's mental
needs.

So we can justly say that these materials form a mental

gymnasium which assist the growth of his mind.
If we do not keep this idea steadily before us we may easily
come to entertain an Inadequate, or even mistaken, notion of the
true purpose of the Montessorl materials.

Then we shall some to

regard them primarily as a means to knowledge, rather than to
development.

To illustrate this point we cannot do better than

quote some words of Montessorl, on the functions of the arithmetic
materialsi -
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-

"We do not give all these many exercises on arithmetic
with the idea of getting the child to do sums more quickly
(As anatter of fact It does have this effect tout that la not
our aim, Ed*)

Our aim Is to give a gymnastic to the intellect,

to give a "phllosphy of numbers"; and the more we act on this
principle the better shall we train his mind.**
This reminds us of a character In Shakespeare (Prince Hal In
Henry

) who saysf

of a tapster."

"I oannot reckon*

I have not the spirit

To speak thus is to regard the ability to "reckon"

from a purely utilitarian point of view} and Montessorl will have
none of It,

She Is for a liberal education In the old sense of the

phrase, as well as her own.

Sight from the beginning she would

have the child go along the path of pure mathematics,

In the

same lecture from which we have Just quoted above she pointed out
that the wonderful decimal system of natation invented by the Arabs,
when It first came to Europe was used only by business men in com
mercial transactions.

Por some time the scholars and doctors still

used thè Homan numerals (as we do still on monuments and for the
chapters In books), "But there Is no need,"she continued, "for us
to do the same, and teach the decimal system to the children from
a utility point of view ("in the spirit of a tapster"),*
It is wonderful to see how the children take spontaneously
to a study of the decimal system, not for an utility purpose (not
as a "tool subject" as Dewey taught it) but from a pure, present
and Immediate intellectual Interest} and with a joy that springs
from the Inner mental growth that comes with It.

"That Is why,"

she says, "we will give them a slow way of approach, with gentle
steps, as In a gymnasium,*
People often find It hard to believe that small children from
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k onwards display a spontaneous Interest In numbers and their
relationships, 1. e ,, "In the philosophy of numbers."

Yet they d o t

and do this so universally that Montessorl asserts

that

her 50 years* experience in a score or more of different countries
has made her fully convinced that the human mind Is by its very

i itte

’

(1)

nature disposed towards mathematical truth.

In most ordinary schools

the small child has not the ohanoe to reveal his "naturally math*
ematieal* bent of mind for lack of the right conditions.

For * as

we should never forget • the mind of a child is not a pure intellect*
hut learns through a s®nsory*aotor activity - the "point of contact".
He has need of the materials * apparatus * in this gymnasium of
the Intellect to bring out his possibilities.

The Number Hods as a Mental Gymnasium
Nor will |ust p||materials dot
to this present need.

they must be finely adjusted

Take for instance the number rods from i

I 10, the largest of which is 1 metre in length.

This material

has generally to be used on a mat or rug on the floor, as It is
too big for a table.

Many teachers objecting to its size, and

thinking these dimensions unnecessary, have given the children
smaller substitutes in which the longest is only a foot
length.

or

so in

They do not understand that there is a definlty psycholog

ical value even in the large size of the number rods,
an imposing quantity*
an effort to move.

"They present

they have a certain dignity, and require

This is a good thing, for one of the secrets

for arousing this »central* interest (of the motor-ego) Is to interest
the child*§ whole personality.and particularly in its motor aspect.
So this fact that the rods have a certain size and weight and can
(lJ And she noted tkat Blaise Pascal said the same thing.

•
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be handled* placed, transported} can combine colours In a certain
way* form, by combination* different lengths etc*, - all these
things are very important from the point of view of holding the
Interest of a child of 4 years.
These number rods, although simple enough In appearance,
constitute, in fact, a wonderful piece of apparatus for mental
gymnastics.

The child first learns to count with them, recognizing

each of them by name, from rod 1 to rod 10.
there.

But he does not stop

At the suggestion of the directress, or# very often off

his own bat, the child begins to play a sort of game of correspon
dence with the rods arranging them as follows* *
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In arranging them In this way to make tons ho finds they all
come to the same length and form together (without the 5) a long
rectangle.

He easily finds out that the length they all come to

Is 10, because the new combinations are all visibly equal to the
10 rod.

And so almost without knowing it, he finds he Is doing

sums * composing tens - thus 9+1*10; 8+2«10, and so on.

And then

by a reverse process, taking the small ones away and working his
way back to the "status q uo"« he finds he has done a number of
"taking away sums", thus* 10«1*>9; 10-2»8, etc.
stop there

But It does not

the process goes on almost automatically after a

suggestion from the directress.

If we take the 2 rod and the 1

rod we can show, by a little movement, that the 2 rod equals two
ones.

And If we put the 2 rod and 1 rod end-on, we can see most

clearly that 2+l»3, "Just this little movement opens up a whole
path, a new world, a vast range of possibilities.

The child can

do a great number of addition and substraction sums using these
same number rods as the ooncrete foundation, e.g*, 3*M»«7, 8+ 7» 15 ,
These operations can be done very easily; indeed they are almost,
one might say, "dictated" by the material itself, because it con
tains these numerical relations Inherent in it."

How fascinating

the path opened up in this way can be, and how completely it may
absorb the Intelligence of the child Is well Illustrated by the
Incident witnessed by the writer In a school in Barcelona and
described in Vol, 1, Chapt. II.
"You may say," says Montessorl, "that these are lust games.
Yes, In a sense; but they are nevertheless real sums and illustrate
real relations between numbers In a manner suitable to their years.
Such relations between quantities form the basis of all mathematlos.
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Of course, we would not expect the five year old child to see, in
the formation he has Just made, (fig*

) the general algebraical

formula*

1+2+ 3 + 4 + 5 * . , . , * * . . , n *»

2

because his intellect is not yet mature enough.*
.Thèse rods then form a real starting point along the road to
mathematics *

When he starts out on a new path the child wants

something solid and secure under his feet."

That is exactly what

the number rods are; it*s the beginning of the Path of Numbers*
The child can have the same hind of thrill by discovering - with
the number rods - that > 2 * 5 » as the adult can experience at his
own mathematical discovery on a higher and more advanced level*
In the previous chapter we have shown that this joy at making his
own discoveries is a characteristic not only of the genius but of
the mental development of every normal child when he is allowed to
work in the right way and at his own individual rhythm.

»»
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OID FHISHDS AGAIN - Or The Same Materials At Different Levels
At each stag® the mind Is able to satisfy itself according
to its capacity,

That is why it happens again and again* in this

mental gymnasium that - as the child develops - he uses the same
materials over again but on different levels.
the colour tablets,

Take for instance

The child who has left these behind months ago*

even a year ago, returns to them quite unexpectedly but from a
higher angle.

He is now studying grammar.

He Is doing the "parts

of speech** and has come to the adjective.

As in everything else*

so here too* his study is accompanied by •doing1,
the grammar box for adjectives runs»

A phrase in

"the red colour*.

So he

makes the same phrase with the corresponding word slips* thus t »
the

red

eolour

Then he goes off and finds the red colour tablet* and puts it
down next to the phrase so composed.

Mext, leaving the article

and noun slips unchanged* he replaces the adjective-slip ‘red*
with another one •yellow*, and now the phrase runs*
the

yellow

eolour

So off he goes and this time gets a y&llow colour tablets brings
it back and substitutes it for the red one.

Thus he learns by

experience that the function of an adjective is to tell you what
kind of a thins: it is* it has a limiting effect.

In this way he

meets old friends, the colour tablets* once more* but on a higher
plane.

Had* yellow, green etc,* are now to him no longer merely

pleasing sensible qualities to be sorted and graded and named.

He

now sees them as limiting qualities of certain objects, something
which tells him what kind of a colour tablet to get.

In a word they
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a re adjectives.

-

Similarly, in another exercise out of the same

adjective box, he »111 go and get
IP*.

thick

prism

the

thin;'

prism

and carry out the same actions*

When he comes to the comparison

of adjectives he will again avail himself of the graded sensorial
materials but on a higher level*
cube and the largest cube,

Thus he will find the smallest

or maybe he will get the last three

rods in the long stair to illustrate the words ’•long, longer.

lo«Mta»ct»V
Embarked in the "Mystery of Words’*

It was from these very seme sensorial materials that he
gained, in the first place months ago clear Ideas of the various
Qualities of objects and the classifications of their Qualities,
So it seem® Quite fitting that he should use them again on this
higher level, no longer in a purely sensorial way but "embodied in
the mystery of words”,
where he saysi

(This is a phrase from Wordsworth*# Prelude

"Invisible power

Attends the motion of the viewless winds
^fe^dibd in the mystery of words’*|
This "meeting again of old friends", but on a different level
and in a different sphere, applies also to many of the Exercises
o f ■Practical Life which appear again on a higher level in the
teaching of religion.

In her book "THE CHILD IN THE CHURCH"

(Catechetical Guild 262 East Fourth St;^ St, Paul,Minnesota)
Monteasorl gives an account of her first experiment in applying
her principles to the teaching of religion in Barcelona,

she says*
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•Meanwhile, the application of the method followed In
ay •Childrens* Houses* produced this excellent fruit -— -the
Church almost seemed to he the end of the education which
the method proposed to give.

The *sllenoe* observed in the

class, to accustom the child to recollection, here found Its
application.

It became the Interior recollection observed

In the House of Cod, amid the gentle flickering of candle
light in an atmosphere dim, yet resplendent with gleaming
white and gold,

Agal» their actions were practically rep

etitions of what they had learned to do in the classroom?
walking silently, placing chairs quietly, standing up and
sitting down gracefully and passing between benches and by»
standers without knocking against them.

They carried fragile

objects with care, such as candles without spilling wax on
their clothes, baskets of flowers or vases of water to be
filled with flowers and placed at the foot of the altar,
Such things must appeal to their tender minds as the
end of effort patiently sustained, giving them a pleasing
sense of joy and of new dignity,

Before such an apprentice

ship, these tiny members of the Churoh feel that they like
servants executing material tasks without understanding what
they do?afteflfc, and after what they have learned has been
applied in the church, they begin to comprehend and to dis
tinguish between the different circumstances.
In order to understand this idea one ought to know the
Montessori Method in the "Childrens* Houses? which prepares
the children in the dally life in the class room by experiences
which are, in themselves, quite independent of religious

§ tÍg l education, but which saem to be a preparation for It*

In

fact, they aid in perfecting the child, in making him calm,
obedient, attentive to his own movements, capable of silence
and recollection.*

ip* 2 4 )

,fhe: Frepared Environment is an Organic Whole

When Montessorl speaks of the child's environment as a
“mental gymnasium** whe means the environment - with all the materials
it contains «• as something taken as a complete whole.

To set up

a pair of parallel bars in the back garden is not the same as having
a fully equipped gymnasium? and, similarly, to buy a few odd bits
of the Montessorl materials and present them to the children in an
ordinary room is not even to begin to adopt the Montessorl method.
Everything whtoh is placed in the child's environment is related
to something else which is there.

It is there either as a 'parallel

exercise*, or as a fruition of an earlier one, or as a preparation
for something to come*

Thus the “long stair** is an exact sensorial

preparation for the “number rods“ *

The number and length of the

rods in both materials are in fact identical? but the long stair
is purely sensorial exercise, whereas in the number rods the notion
of number is uppermost,

That is why the rods in the long stair

are all painted the same colour (isolatelng the quality length, see
page

), whereas In the number rods they are divided into red

and blue sections, so that each represents definite number.
What is a Unit?

An Indirect Preparation

The exercises with the Long Stair Hods foem an admirable
Introduction to a later study of the very same quantities, but on
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a higher mental level.

Thus the various member® of the Long Stair

differ from each other •* when placed In their right order • In
a special and significant manner, which does not hold good for the
member® of the Fink Tower, the cylinders or the broad stair.

In

the case of the long rods we have a series of quantities In which
the difference between any two adjacent rods in the series is exactly
the same as the length of the first rod, the smaller of the series.
What does this mean?

It means that the smallest rod In the

«,

Long Stairs Is not only the smallest but that It actually presents
the distance between each of the long rods and the mathematical
unit of the series.

The child experiences this fact experimentally,

because he takes the smallest rod and moves it along the series
of rods step by step fitting it exactly Into •steps* of the Stair.
It fits with a satisfying exactness, making it come flush with
the next In the aeries all the way along.
We do not tell the child at this stag® that the smallest
rod Is the unit of the series.

In fact, a child who cannot count

can and does experience the FACT of what a unit is* without knowing It
formally.

Number does not exist as yet for him* but after working

with the long stairs the actual fact of the quantities on which
number Is based become known to M s i

and this experience makes It

easier for him to rise Into the more abstract region of number and
numerical relations,

Thu®, these rods in the Long Stair besides

bringing out the abstract Idea of length also prepare the child's
mind for the fundamental of a unit and a succession of quantities
all sharing the same unit which forms the basis of all arithmetic,

